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Abstract
Biodiversity is more than a collection of individual species. It is the combination of
biological entities and processes supporting life on Earth: no single species persists
without interacting with other species. A full account of biodiversity on Earth needs to
document the essential ecological interactions that support Earth’s system through their
functional outcomes. Quantifying biodiversity’s interactome (the whole suite of interactions
among biotic organisms) is challenging not just because of the daunting task of describing
ecosystem complexity, it’s also limited by the need to define and establish a proper
grammar to record and catalog species interactions. Actually, a record of a pairwise
interaction between two species can be identified as a "tetranomial species", with just a
concatenation of the two Latin binomials. Thus sampling interactions requires solving
exactly the same constraints and problems we face when sampling biodiversity. In real
interaction webs, the number of actual pairwise interactions among species in local
assemblages scales exponentially with species richness.
I discuss the main components of these interactions and those that are key to properly
sample and document them. Interactions take the form of predation, competition,
commensalism, amensalism, mutualism, symbiosis, and parasitism and, in all cases,
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involve reciprocal effects for the interacting species and build into highly complex networks
(Fig. 1).
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Figure 1.
The structure of ecological interactions. a: an ecological interaction is an encounter
between individuals of different species and entails an enormous diversity of outcomes
depending on interaction type (predation, symbiosis, parasitism, mutualism, commensalism).
Interspecific interactions built extremely complex networks that form the basis and support of
biodiversity. b: a visualization of the complexity of interaction networks among species
(colored spheres) illustrated by their actual links (light green lines). Produced with
FoodWeb3D, written by R.J. Williams, and provided by the Pacific Ecoinformatics and
Computational Ecology Lab (www.foodwebs.org).
a: A jacutinga, Aburria jacutinga (Cracidae), feeding on the fruits, and dispersing the seeds, of
juçara palm, Euterpe edulis (Arecaceae) in SE Brazil; a mutualistic interaction.
b: A network of ecological interactions, with yellow nodes representing plant species and
orange nodes illustrating animal species, with pairwise interactions depicted as green links.
Networks are needed to properly visualize, analyze and forecast consequences of species
(and interactions) extinctions and require specific descriptors for their inventory and metadata
deployment.

The type of metadata required to document ecological interactions between partner
species depends on interaction type; yet a fraction of these metadata is shared with those
of the partner species. The interaction type sets limits to between-species encounters
(actually, encounters between individuals of the partner species) and, more importantly,
sets the type of outcome emerging from the interactions. There is a broad range of
information that can eventually be acquired when recording an ecological interaction: from
its simple presence (the interaction exists, it's been just recorded) to an estimate of its
frequency, to obtaining data about its outcome or per-interaction effect (e.g., number of
flowers pollinated in a visit by a pollinator to a plant). In addition, the types of interaction
data can be quite diverse, reflecting the variety of sampling methods: interaction records
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from direct observation in the field; camera-traps; DNA-barcoding; bibliographic sources;
surveys of image databases, etc. Interaction biodiversity inventories may require merging
information coming from these distinct data sources. All these components need to be
properly defined in order to build informative metadata and to document ecological
interaction records. We are just starting to delineate the main components needed to
catalog and inventory ecological interactions as a part of biodiversity inventories.
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